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Pigpen cipher 
[lprimary] 
 

In a pigpen cipher, each letter is replaced with its corresponding symbol. It is a 
form of mono-alphabetic substitution cipher.  

 

A B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

M N O

P Q R

S W

XT U Y

V Z
 

 

It is called the pigpen cipher because the symbols look a bit like pigpens, with 
the straight lines being the sides of the pen and the dots being the pig! 

The pigpen cipher is also known as the Freemasons’ cipher or masonic cipher. 
One of the earliest examples can be seen in the cemetery at Trinity Church, New 
York, on the headstone of James Leeson who died in 1794. The headstone shows 
Masonic symbols and has an inscription across the top. In pigpen cipher it would 
be: 

 

R E M E M B E R D E A T H  

 

• What does this message say? 

 

 

 

• How would this message look if it were written in pigpen cipher?  

after dark 
 

 

• Can you write your own message, or a letter to a friend, in pigpen cipher? 

• What do your spelling words look like in pigpen cipher? 


